
MuseGlobal 

What is Federated Search? 
Federated Search offer a consolidated search environment for information resources, 
helping users find the information they need quickly and effectively. 

Why Federated Search? 
Federated Search: 

• Streamlines the discovery process by presenting users with content from multiple 
information providers in one clear, familiar user interface 

• Eliminating the need to learn different search methods and interfaces 
• Retrieved results in a merged, de-duplicated list 
• Increase use of collections 

Why MuseGlobal? 
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MuseGlobal 

About MuseGlobal  
MuseGlobal is the world leader in delivering customizable content connector software that enables 
partners to deliver more unified sources of searchable content to their clients more rapidly and reliably 
than anyone else. MuseGlobal software and services enable any technology platform that delivers content 
to extend its ability to connect to the freshest content from any number of searchable sources. Through 
MuseGlobal's many business partnerships its content integration technology is deployed in thousands of 
organizations worldwide. 

Major Partners: 

Oracle - MuseConnect for Oracle Secure Enterprise Search uses MuseGlobal's world-leading content 
connectivity technology to extend the power of Oracle Secure Enterprise Search with a range of targeted, 
industry-specific data repositories and subscription services that complement its enterprise connectivity and 
search capabilities. Using the power of MuseConnect you can extend your access to key content sources 
that support enterprises in financial markets, legal, medical, education & research — all of them normalized 
and unified to be accessed with content sources already available through Oracle Secure Enterprise 
Search's interface. 

Google - MuseConnect for Google Search Appliance (All Access Connector) — Developed and marketed 
in partnership with Adhere Solutions, the All Access Connector enables content from any number of 
enterprise, subscription and Web sources to be integrated rapidly into the Google Search Appliance. 
Instead of wrestling with any number of search solutions in the enterprise MuseGlobal can accelerate your 
ability to use the search interface that more people trust every day to deliver unified content where they 
actually use it. 

Microsoft - MuseGlobal for Microsoft SharePointTM Server — Thousands of companies use Microsoft 
SharePoint Server to help facilitate collaboration, implement business processes, and supply access to 
information that is essential to organizational goals and processes. MuseGlobal extends the power of 
SharePoint by enabling the rapid integration of content from any number of enterprise, subscription and 
Web sources to make SharePoint portals the most popular destinations for enterprise staffs. The value of 
your SharePoint solutions can be accelerated rapidly using MuseGlobal's ready-to-go unified content 
integration technology. 
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MuseGlobal 

 

MuseGlobal - A simple common search interface to all your electronic resources 
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